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I understand the importance of creating a personalised experience that suits your unique needs and preferences.

Whether you're seeking the intimacy of an in-person meeting or the convenience of a virtual appointment, I am

dedicated to providing you with exceptional service every step of the way.

 

In-Person Appointments: Step into my welcoming studio, where we'll embark on a collaborative. With meticulous

attention to detail, we'll explore various options, materials, and design elements. From the moment you walk

through the door, you'll feel the warmth and creativity that permeate the space, making it a safe and comfortable

environment for discussing your vision. Together, we'll bring your ideas to life, ensuring every aspect of your rings

reflects your unique love story.

 

Virtual Appointments: For those unable to visit the studio in person, I offer the convenience of virtual appointments

via Zoom. Through this digital platform, we can connect from anywhere in the world, allowing us to have

meaningful discussions about your wedding rings. Rest assured that the same level of personalisation and

attention to detail will be present, as I am committed to making you feel heard, understood, and valued. With

virtual appointments, you can enjoy the flexibility of scheduling from the comfort of your own space while still

receiving the same exceptional service and craftsmanship.

 

No matter the method you choose, you can trust that I will create a safe and welcoming space for our discussions,

where your vision will be respected and nurtured. Together, we'll delve into the possibilities, ensuring your

wedding rings become a true reflection of your love, values, and unique story.

 

 

APPOINTMENTS
 



MADE FOR YOU
PURPOSEFULY JEWELLERY

100% MADE TO ORDER 

Hand-crafting wedding rings is more than just a creative process—it's a

journey filled with love, intention, and meaningful rituals. If you're seeking

a truly unique wedding ring experience, I warmly invite you to join me on

a memorable journey. Together, we'll create wedding rings that not only

encapsulates your unique story but also carries the essence of magic

and intention infused into their very being. Working exclusively on a made

to order bases, you know your rings were only ever intended for you.

JUST FOR YOU

Each ring I create is meticulously handcrafted with the utmost care and

attention to detail. From the initial design to the final polish, I ensure that

your rings reflect the depth of your love and celebrate your unique bond.

By incorporating heartfelt rituals and consciousness, I weave a tapestry

of emotions into the very fabric of your rings.

FULL OF MEANING

When the time comes for your wedding day, as you exchange your rings,

you'll not only feel the weight of their precious metal but also the love

and intention that surrounds them. Your rings will be a symbol of unity,

enriched by the profound moments, heartfelt rituals, and the collective

warmth of blessings from your loved ones.
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VIS IT ING BRIGHTON
FOOD AND DRINK

 

T@Hove takes pride in sourcing the finest beans from around the world,

ensuring that every cup of coffee is a sensory delight. Whether you prefer a

velvety smooth latte, a robust espresso, or a rich and aromatic pour-over,

their skilled baristas will craft your beverage with precision and care. The

dedication to quality is evident in every sip, with each cup delivering a sublime

and memorable experience. Beyond their exceptional coffee, T@Hove also

offers a tantalizing selection of artisanal pastries, cakes, and light bites. Indulge

in a flaky croissant or savor the decadence of a freshly baked cake, perfectly

paired with your favorite brew. With each delectable bite, you'll find yourself

transported to a world of culinary bliss.

Riddle and Finns is renowned for superb seafood and exceptional service. Their

commitment to community support and sustainability sets them apart. With

top-quality dishes, warm hospitality, and a focus on local suppliers, customers

enjoy a memorable experience while contributing to a better future.

Tørstigbar emerges as Brighton's pioneering low-alcohol bar and bottleshop,

meticulously curating an impressive selection of the world's finest low-alcohol

beverages. With a steadfast commitment, Tørstigbar exclusively offers drinks

with an ABV of 0.5% or below. Positioned front and center, the establishment

showcases a diverse range of great-tasting beverages, catering to individuals

in search of a clear mind, an early start, or a well-deserved night off.

It fil ls me with immense excitement and honor to welcome people from near and

far to beautiful Brighton and to my studio, where together we embark on an

enchanting journey of creating your jewellery. For those who are new to this

vibrant coastal town, allow me to introduce you to some of my favorite spots

where you can indulge in delightful breakfasts, coffee, lunch, dinner, and drinks.

Additionally, I ' l l also share a couple of recommendations for other local suppliers

you might wish to visit while you're here. Let's explore the gems of Brighton &

Hove and make your trip even more memorable!

 

Food and Drinks
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https://www.instagram.com/tatcoffeeshops
https://www.riddleandfinns.co.uk/
https://www.torstigbar.com/


FOOD AND DRINK
CONTINUED
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Botanique's philosophy lies the plant-to-plate narrative, where their chefs pay

homage to local organic farmers and their unwavering dedication to cultivating

plants. Each dish created by the chefs embodies this respect, showcasing the

passion and patience required to bring a plant to its full potential. Guided by

the ever-changing seasons, Botanique's menu thrives on passion, flavor, and

creativity, infusing every bite with culinary artistry. Complementing their

culinary offerings, Botanique exhibits a profound love for organic and low-

intervention wines sourced from small producers. Meticulously chosen and

thoughtfully paired with their food, these wines exemplify Botanique's

commitment to offering a holistic and harmonious dining experience.

MARKET (Mercado) emerged with a vision to offer a unique perspective on

Innovative Modern Spanish Tapas in Brighton & Hove. Nestled in the dynamic

Brunswick and Adelaide district of Hove, MARKET embodies a vibrant and

energetic atmosphere, bringing a deep-rooted passion for everything Spanish

to the forefront. Despite its compact size, MARKET exudes liveliness, creating an

immersive experience for all who step through its doors.

 

 

 

 

All can be reached via local bus routes with 49 offering door to door connects to

most venues and my workshop. to learn more please visit Brighton & Hove Buses.

With singles currently cost £2 and day savers £4.80 its a great way to travel. 

 

Parking

 

There's no onsite parking at my studio, however there is free parking up the Road

in Hollingdean, At the Sainsburys on Lewes Road and at the Aldi and B&Q car park

around the corner. Alternatively if staying or traveling in from town, you can get

multiple buses from Brighton and Hove including 25, 28, 29, 49 which all stope at

the Lewes road Sainsburys or Lewes Road Bus garage and then its a short 1

minute walk to the studio.  

 

 

https://www.botaniquebrighton.com/
https://www.botaniquebrighton.com/
https://market-restaurantbar.co.uk/
https://www.buses.co.uk/


VIS IT ING BRIGHTON
SUPPLIERS

 

PHOHM, is Situated in the bustling hub of The Lanes in Brighton, the

floral design studio boasts a diverse collection of dried floral stems,

everlasting bouquets, wreaths, and pre-styled displays. Customers can

avail themselves of the in-house vase styling service, choosing either

from a range of antique vases or bringing their own. The talented team

at the studio will skillfully arrange the chosen stems, creating a

beautifully styled centerpiece.

Luna Bea creates pure silk gown pieces, handcrafted in England with

care and thoughtfulness. Each gown is made to order from chemical-

free silk, taking 3 months to complete. Their female-run studio follows

ethical practices, employing skilled artisans. The gowns embody

softness, fluidity, intention, and love, offering a soul-refreshing escape

from our fast,

Hugo Morris on Bond Street, Brighton, strictly adheres to traditional

methods in the design and construction of their suits and shirts using

British and Italian cloths that suit your taste. Whether it 's a suit or shirt

chosen for a wedding, work, or leisure, the final garment represents

the culmination of many hours of precise and skillful craftsmanship by

the tailoring team at Hugo Morris.

 

12 Meeting House Lane BN1 1HB

 

 disposable world. Reach out to Luna Bea to visit their Lewes show room.
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https://phohm.co.uk/
https://lunabea.com/
https://www.hugo-morris.com/


 

 

Natalia Case Photography

Photos by Jess Rose

 

Photograpy from Unsplash

 

Studio address:

Rodhus 16-30 Hollingdean Road

Brighton

BN2 4AA

 

hello@rebekahannjewellery.co.uk

www.rebekahannjewellery.co.uk

@rebekahannjewellery

OTHER REFERENCES
 

https://www.instagram.com/nataliacasephotography
https://www.instagram.com/photosbyjessrose__

